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JULY 2016

KEY
S C H E D U L E E F F E C T I V E 0 7 . 0 1 . 1 6– 0 7 . 3 1 . 1 6

Bold
♦

New Class, Instructor, or Time
Advance signup required
Studio key on back

MONDAY

5:45 –6:30
MS

Boot Camp

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Performance Cycling

6:30 –7:15
YS

Barre

7:15 –8:00
MS

Tabata Cardio

8:30 –9:30
YS

Pilates

9:30 –10:30
MS

METCON3

Stefani Mccullah
Danny Baker
Alison Corcoran
Jeff McMullen
Savannah Hein

Anja Wittels

10:00 –11:15 Hot Vinyasa Yoga
Buddy Macuha
YS

TUESDAY

5:45 –6:30
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

6:00 –7:00
YS

Vinyasa Yoga

6:30 –7:15
MS

Circuit Challenge

7:15 –8:00
CS ♦

Performance Cycling

9:00 –9:45
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

9:30 –10:30
MS

Best Butt Ever

Heidi Stubler
Stephanie Wang
Vanessa Wilkins
Vanessa Wilkins
Michael Wilbert
Jayme Boyle

10:30 –11:30 True Barre
Jordanna Dworkin
YS

WEDNESDAY

5:45 –6:30
MS

Body Conditioning

6:00 –7:00
YS

Pilates

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Performance Cycling

6:30 –7:00
MS

Best Abs Ever

7:15 –8:00
MS

Stacked!

8:30 –9:30
YS

True Barre

9:30 –10:30
MS

Sweat

Nikki Elliott
Christine Vleck
Danny Baker
Jeff McMullen
Jeff McMullen
Jaime Young
Michael Wilbert

THURSDAY

5:45 –6:30
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

6:00 –7:00
YS

Sunrise Yoga

6:30 –7:15
MS

STRONG™

7:15 –8:00
CS ♦

Performance Cycling

9:00 –9:45
MS

Flow, Core and Tone

9:30 –10:30
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

Heidi Stubler
Michelle Bouvier
Michael Wilbert
Michael Wilbert
Therese Vinal
Cecily Guest

10:30 –11:30 Vinyasa Yoga
Libby Murfey
YS

10:00 –11:15 Hot Vinyasa Yoga
Buddy Macuha
YS

12:00 –12:45 Barre Pilates
Savannah Hein
YS

12:00 –1:15
YS

Power Yoga (L2)

4:30 –5:30
YS

4:30 –5:30
MS

METCON3

4:30 –5:30
YS

Power Hot Yoga

5:45 –6:45
YS

Barre Bootcamp

Barre Fit Cardio
Laura Brown

5:30 –6:15
MS ♦

Ropes and Rowers

5:45 –6:45
YS

Vinyasa Yoga

6:15 –7:00
TR ♦

Precision Running®

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

Jeff McMullen
Sarah Ezrin
Jaime Young
Markus King

6:30 –7:15
MS

EQX Barre Burn

7:00 –8:00
YS

Power Yoga

7:30 –8:15
MS ♦

Shockwave

Laura Brown
Jaime Young
Jason Angel

Pradeep Teotia
Jamel Ramiro

12:00 –1:00
YS

Barre

4:30 –5:30
YS

Power Yoga

Savannah Hein
Lindsay Foreman

Alyssa Arroyo

Jaime Young

6:00 –6:55
CL ♦

RunCross®

6:00 –6:45
CS ♦

Performance Cycling

6:00 –7:00
MS ♦

TRX MAX

Peggy Friar
Tarek Cotran
Jamel Ramiro

7:00 –8:00
YS

Vinyasa Yoga

7:15 –8:00
MS

HeadStrong

8:30 –9:30
YS

Restorative Flow Yoga

Alley Ramon
Jeff McMullen
Michelle Bouvier

5:30 –6:30
YS

Pilates Power

6:00 –6:45
MS

Stacked!

6:15 –7:00
TR ♦

Precision Running®

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

6:45 –7:30
MS

Tabata Strength

6:45 –7:45
YS

Hot Power Yoga (L2)

7:45 –8:30
MS

Hip Hop

Jessica Marcussen
Michael Marshall
Heidi Stubler
Michael Wilbert
Michael Marshall

Lindsay Foreman

2055 UNION STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA
94123
4158540799
EQUINOX.COM
@EQUINOX
MON  THU: 5 : 0 0 A M  1 0 : 0 0 P M
FRI: 5 : 0 0 A M  9 : 0 0 P M
SAT & SUN: 7 : 0 0 A M  8 : 0 0 P M

Power Yoga (L2)

4:30 –5:00
MS

Cardio Quickie

4:30 –5:30
YS

Power Hot Yoga

5:00 –5:30
MS

Best Abs Ever

5:45 –6:45
YS

Barre Fit Cardio

6:00 –6:45
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

6:00 –7:00
MS

METCON3

7:00 –8:00
YS

Bhakti Flow Yoga

7:15 –8:00
MS

THE CUT

Pradeep Teotia
Jeff McMullen

6:00 –6:45
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

6:30 –7:15
MS

METCON3

6:30 –7:15
YS

Barre Bootcamp

7:15 –8:00
MS

Best Butt Ever

8:30 –9:15
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

8:30 –9:30
YS

A.R.T. Method

Markus King
Andrea Marchesi
Tania Valle
Andrea Marchesi
Jeff McMullen
Molly Fox

Jeff McMullen

8:00 –8:45
MS

Metabolic Meltdown

8:30 –9:30
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

9:00 –10:00
MS

Body Conditioning

9:00 –10:15
YS

Power Yoga (L2)

Andrea Marchesi
Sarah Sung
Nikki Elliott
Lindsay Foreman

10:15 –11:00 Shockwave
Jay Blahnik
MS ♦
10:30 –11:15 Performance Cycling
Michael Wilbert
CS ♦

SUNDAY

8:45 –9:30
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

9:00 –10:00
MS

CardioKB: Totally
Soaked

9:30 –11:00
YS

Vinyasa Yoga

Jenna Lee Prince

Brian "Q" Quijano
Ethan Savage

10:00 –11:00 Studio Cycling
LeiLani Keelan
CS ♦
10:30 –11:15 Ropes and Rowers
Lisa Horowitz
MS ♦
11:15 –12:00 True Barre
Rachel Mandeville
YS

9:30 –10:30 STRONG™
Jeff McMullen
MS

10:30 –11:30 Pilates Power
Jessica Marcussen
YS

10:00 –11:15 Vinyasa Yoga
Molly Fox
YS

11:15 –12:00 Stacked!
Jason Angel
MS

12:00 –1:00
YS

12:00 –12:45 Barre Fit Cardio
Rachel Mandeville
YS

12:00 –1:00
MS

Barre Pilates

12:15 –1:00
MS

Hip Hop

1:00 –2:00
YS

Hot Power Yoga (L3)

4:00 –5:30
YS

Vinyasa Yoga (L2)

3:45 –4:45
YS

Power Hot Yoga

5:15 –6:05
YS

Restorative Yoga

4:30 –5:30
YS

Vinyasa Yoga
Reza Ebrahimi

Barre
Hanna Stangebye

Alyssa Arroyo

Jeff McMullen

SATURDAY

5:30 –6:15
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

5:30 –6:45
YS

Yoga Chisel

Markus King

Isaac Castillo
Reza Ebrahimi

Alison Corcoran
Neil Wadhawan
Alley Ramon

Alley Ramon

Jacob Reynolds

Jenna Lee Prince
Emily Stubler
Peter Walters
Danielle Freda

Isaac Castillo

STUDIO CYCLING
CYCLE BEATS Cycle to the Beat of the music. This challenging and high
intensity class is a great cardiovascular workout and experience.

UNION ST

12:00 –1:15
YS

FRIDAY

PERFORMANCE CYCLING Whether you are preparing for longer rides
outdoors, a specific competitive event, or just want to up your fitness level,
this class is for you. Sample rides include: hill work, speed and sprint intervals,
breathing/meditation techniques and form exercises.
STUDIO CYCLING A cardio workout on a stationary bike based on cycling
principles. Classes are technique based and/or real terrain based and focus on
cadence, heartrate zones, climbs & sprints that can make an unpredictable ride
that is fun and challenging.
RUNNING
PRECISION RUNNING® Efficient and precisely designed intervals on the
treadmill will hit every muscle in your body for the ultimate burn. You’ll increase
your power and speed, and forever improve your run. Created by David Siik for
Equinox. Make sure to bring headphones.

METCON3 This highintensity metabolic conditioning workout taxes all three
energy systems and acts like a fatincinerator to ensure results that leave you
fit and motivated for the demands of your life.
ROPES AND ROWERS A full body circuit built on battling ropes and the
WaterRower, driving balanced strength and greater cardio fitness to propel your
performance. The exhilarating solo and team competition will push you to bring
it, beat it and brag about it.
SHOCKWAVE Extreme cross training at its best! This total body circuit
challenge combines the WaterRower machines for highintensity calorie burn
with dynamic, functional exercises using ViPR, Body Bars, BOSUs and
Kettlebells to sculpt and transform the body! Max effort, and EXTREME results!
STACKED! Hit the body with a healthy dose of highdensity training
incorporating short intervals with strategic recovery periods done pyramidstyle.
Transform your body with targeted movement complexes that are stacked
together for an intense, challenging workout.

TABATA CARDIO Apply the Tabata Formula to Cardio Drills and Flowing Cardio
for a sweaty results guaranteed workout. 4 minute Tabata intervals (8 rounds:
20 second high intensity training & 10 seconds active rest) between cardio sets.
G R O U P F I T N E S S M A N A GVEI R
S I T E Q U I RUNCROSS®
N O X . C O M This
O R outdoor
D O W run
N L course
O A D experience
T H E A P moves
P T O you
MA
N A G and
E Y O U R The
C A Tabata
L E N DProtocol
A R A NisDproven
FIND
NEW OBSE
S S I O Nyour
S | body.
CLASSES &
forward
to physiologically
transform
JEFF MCMULLEN
features expertly designed cross training drills and mad motivation for the
TABATA STRENGTH No jumping necessary in this low impact yet high intensity

FLOW, CORE AND TONE A free flowing core strength & flexibility workout that
incorporates movements from dance, Pilates, Yoga and traditional conditioning
exercises using your own body weight and very light hand weights to reshape
your body and improve posture.
STRONG™ Feel your power after completing this nonstop series of complex
strength exercises and complementary plyometrics with no organized breaks.
You'll be ready to take on the world!
SWEAT A no nonsense workout with cardio drills and strength building exercises
for a challenging, sports training experience. Reach your fitness goals and be
prepared to SWEAT in this highenergy, highintensity class.
TRX MAX Challenge your entire body with this innovative circuit class that tests
your strength, endurance, core and more.
PILATES
BARRE PILATES Combining the principles of balletderived exercises and
classic Mat Pilates, this full body, nonimpact workout will challenge your core
strength and enhance your flexibility. Lowweight, high repetition standing work
will
beTfollowed
byRcore
mat
INS
RUCTO
S A
R Ework
S Uand
B Jstretching.
ECT TO CHANGE
PILATES An innovative system of mindbody exercise evolved from the

STUDIO CYCLING
CYCLE BEATS Cycle to the Beat of the music. This challenging and high
intensity class is a great cardiovascular workout and experience.

UNION ST
2055 UNION STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA
94123
4158540799
EQUINOX.COM
@EQUINOX
MON  THU: 5 : 0 0 A M  1 0 : 0 0 P M
FRI: 5 : 0 0 A M  9 : 0 0 P M
SAT & SUN: 7 : 0 0 A M  8 : 0 0 P M
GROUP FITNESS MANAGER
JEFF MCMULLEN

Jeff.Mcmullen@equinox.com

SIGNATURE CLASSES.
ACCLAIMED INSTRUCTORS.
TRANSFORMED BODIES.

PERFORMANCE CYCLING Whether you are preparing for longer rides
outdoors, a specific competitive event, or just want to up your fitness level,
this class is for you. Sample rides include: hill work, speed and sprint intervals,
breathing/meditation techniques and form exercises.
STUDIO CYCLING A cardio workout on a stationary bike based on cycling
principles. Classes are technique based and/or real terrain based and focus on
cadence, heartrate zones, climbs & sprints that can make an unpredictable ride
that is fun and challenging.
RUNNING
PRECISION RUNNING® Efficient and precisely designed intervals on the
treadmill will hit every muscle in your body for the ultimate burn. You’ll increase
your power and speed, and forever improve your run. Created by David Siik for
Equinox. Make sure to bring headphones.
RUNCROSS® This outdoor run course experience moves you forward and
features expertly designed cross training drills and mad motivation for the
ultimate strengthmeetscardio experience. Created by David Siik for Equinox.
YOGA
BHAKTI FLOW YOGA Bhakti is the yoga of love & devotion. Flow refers to the
seamless connection between the breath & the movements of the body.
Experience a dynamic vinyasastyle & dancelike practice to enhance the
deeper celebration of each pose. Music & Dedication are integral to the
challenging experience.
HOT POWER YOGA Expect a sweat! This class intensifies the workout of your
power yoga class by performing familiar power yoga strengthening and
stretching combinations in a heated room.

CLASS LEVEL GUIDE

(All levels welcome unless otherwise
noted.)

Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced

L1
L2
L3

STUDIO KEY
CL
TR
MS
YS
CS

Club Lobby
Treadmill Area
Main Studio
Yoga Studio
Cycling Studio

WHAT'S NEW THIS MONTH

Test out two new Group Fitness
enhancements coming soon!
100% of spots available online
for all Bookable Classes and an
updated digital waitlist cutoff
time (35 minutes prior to class
start time). Book your next class
today.

HOT VINYASA YOGA A vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga techniques
characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are linked to the breath.
Class is set in a heated room.
POWER HOT YOGA Flow with this powerful yoga practice in a studio with a
slightly elevated temperature. Warming the body from inside out and outside in
you'll enjoy this class if you like to sweat!
POWER YOGA Our most athletic Vinyasa practice. A vigorous, dynamic,
physically and spiritually energizing form of Yoga that sculpts, hones and tones
every muscle in the body. Includes various elements of many different Yoga
styles.
RESTORATIVE FLOW YOGA Restore the body and renew the spirit. Postures
are held longer and blend with mindful transitions, breath and deep awareness.
RESTORATIVE YOGA Repair your muscles, ease your mind, relax your bones
and nurture your spirit. Restorative Yoga is rooted in supporting the body
through props to provide deep rest and balance.
SUNRISE YOGA Start your morning off with sun salutations and begin your day
with a balanced body and mind.
VINYASA YOGA A vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga characterized by
flowing poses and sequences that are linked to the breath. Sequencing will vary
with instructor philosophy.
YOGA CHISEL Experience the best of both worlds! Combine fundamental lower
body yoga movements; with upper body muscle conditioning exercises. Include
core strength, balance, and flexibility for a total body workout. Yoga experience
not required.
ATHLETIC TRAINING
BOOT CAMP You know the drill...anything goes in Boot Camp! Reap the
benefits of this ultimate calorieburning workout through challenging combination
of cardiovascular drills and resistance training and much more!
CIRCUIT CHALLENGE Bosus, Kettlebells, ViPRs, Body Bars, plyometrics,
powerful bursts of cardiovascular drills and much more. Push your limits in this
personal circuit station class. Timed sets and carefully programmed sequences
to leave you drenched and empowered.
METABOLIC MELTDOWN An intense fullbody workout designed to spike your
body's metabolic rate. Jump, crawl, pull, push and swing as you melt away the
pounds and create a new lean body.

METCON3 This highintensity metabolic conditioning workout taxes all three
energy systems and acts like a fatincinerator to ensure results that leave you
fit and motivated for the demands of your life.
ROPES AND ROWERS A full body circuit built on battling ropes and the
WaterRower, driving balanced strength and greater cardio fitness to propel your
performance. The exhilarating solo and team competition will push you to bring
it, beat it and brag about it.
SHOCKWAVE Extreme cross training at its best! This total body circuit
challenge combines the WaterRower machines for highintensity calorie burn
with dynamic, functional exercises using ViPR, Body Bars, BOSUs and
Kettlebells to sculpt and transform the body! Max effort, and EXTREME results!
STACKED! Hit the body with a healthy dose of highdensity training
incorporating short intervals with strategic recovery periods done pyramidstyle.
Transform your body with targeted movement complexes that are stacked
together for an intense, challenging workout.
TABATA CARDIO Apply the Tabata Formula to Cardio Drills and Flowing Cardio
for a sweaty results guaranteed workout. 4 minute Tabata intervals (8 rounds:
20 second high intensity training & 10 seconds active rest) between cardio sets.
The Tabata Protocol is proven to physiologically transform your body.
TABATA STRENGTH No jumping necessary in this low impact yet high intensity
class! This workout will test your strength and push you to become stronger!
Apply the proven Tabata interval formula to multifunctional weight training
exercises (20 seconds hard work 10 seconds rest = 8 rounds) for a total body
workout.
BARRE
BARRE Realize the dream of the dancer’s body. Raise ballet to the next level
as you combine precise techniques with athletic intensity for a total body
workout.
BARRE BOOTCAMP Whip your entire frame into shape with a challenging,
Barreinspired bootcamp workout fueled by highenergy music, weights, and
heartpumping cardio.
BARRE FIT CARDIO Move through highenergy, nonstop barre work to amp up
your heart rate, promote maximum caloric burn, and sculpt muscles for a
lengthened and toned physique.
EQX BARRE BURN Push yourself with a powerful, offthewall Barre class
perfect for lengthening, stretching, and serious totalbody sculpting.
TRUE BARRE Barre at its most authentic, done the Equinox way. Combine
ballet movements with conditioning, core work and stretches for that dancer’s
physique.
CONDITIONING
A.R.T. METHOD Sculpt your body into a work of ART! The A.R.T. Method:
Active Resistance Training® is a unique and intense lowimpact mat practice for
all levels using yoga blocks as a tool and targeted, layered exercises to develop
muscle definition and transform your whole body.
BEST ABS EVER Chisel your core and ignite your metabolism with a
challenging, 30minute sixpack of exercises that builds abdominal muscles and
enhances totalbody performance.
BEST BUTT EVER Best Butt Ever is strategically engineered to lift and shape
your hottest asset. Fire up your glutes, build strength and definition, and get
powerful. Waistwhittling exercises are also integrated to further accentuate your
new rearview.
BODY CONDITIONING Informed by the latest findings in exercise science and
functional exercises, instructors focus on strengthening and finetuning major
muscle groups. This cuttingedge workout makes use of various equipment.
CARDIO QUICKIE This cardio class will challenge you by alternating cardio
intervals with high intensity drills and short recovery breaks. This no
choreography class incorporates simple, fun, athletic movement that is easy to
follow and guaranteed to make you sweat. Train your body to be a fat burning
machine!
CARDIOKB: TOTALLY SOAKED CardioKB is a rapid fire, calorie burning
workout that takes traditional kick boxing to a whole new level! High intensity
cardio combinations that mix classic boxing drills with martial arts and dance
deliver an energetic exercise experience guaranteed to leave you Totally
Soaked!!!

FLOW, CORE AND TONE A free flowing core strength & flexibility workout that
incorporates movements from dance, Pilates, Yoga and traditional conditioning
exercises using your own body weight and very light hand weights to reshape
your body and improve posture.
STRONG™ Feel your power after completing this nonstop series of complex
strength exercises and complementary plyometrics with no organized breaks.
You'll be ready to take on the world!
SWEAT A no nonsense workout with cardio drills and strength building exercises
for a challenging, sports training experience. Reach your fitness goals and be
prepared to SWEAT in this highenergy, highintensity class.
TRX MAX Challenge your entire body with this innovative circuit class that tests
your strength, endurance, core and more.
PILATES
BARRE PILATES Combining the principles of balletderived exercises and
classic Mat Pilates, this full body, nonimpact workout will challenge your core
strength and enhance your flexibility. Lowweight, high repetition standing work
will be followed by core mat work and stretching.
PILATES An innovative system of mindbody exercise evolved from the
principles of Joseph Pilates. Pilates teaches body awareness & good posture
while increasing core strength, flexibility, & mobility.
PILATES POWER Rethink your Pilates practice! Focus on traditional Pilates
concepts and alignment techniques while adding functional strength and
flexibility through a blend of exercises designed to add power and stamina.
DANCE
HIP HOP Join one of Toronto's TOP Hip Hop dance instructors for an
introductorylevel Hip Hop class providing a structured method of learning
various Hip Hop dance movements in a funfilled and vibrant class
environment.
MARTIAL ARTS
THE CUT A cardioforward boxing workout with no bags, no wraps and no ring.
It’s just you, light handweights and your own killer instinct, set to an explosive
playlist that powers you through five rhythmic, relentless rounds. This oneofa
kind class will train you to move, look and feel like a champion.
REGENERATION
HEADSTRONG Push physical and mental boundaries in this fourpart Active
Regeneration workout where high intensity meets mindful movement.

